
Climatic hazards revision

Immediate effects - Death toll 6300 due to poorly constructed buildings which 
were destroyed, and storm surge flooding due to lack of defences
Longer term effects – 1 million homeless, millions unemployed, disease spread
Immediate response – Poor so relied on international AID meaning more people 
suffered and more died. Looting broke out.
Long tern response – Slow so many people living in tents in parks due to lack of 
shelter.  Foreign Aid helped with re-building homes and fishing/farming economy

Typhoon Haiyan – Philippines – An example of a LIC

Effects were severe and response was poor because of lack of money/planning so 
international AID needed.  Flood defences were poor so storm surge killed many. 



Global atmospheric circulation 
drives the worlds weather

Areas of low pressure bring rainfall

Hot sun heats the air and evaporates water

Air rises causing low air pressure at the surface

Air cools and water vapour condenses in to clouds 
in the high atmosphere

Precipitation falls from the clouds

Areas of high pressure bring no rainfall

Cold air high in the atmosphere sinks towards earth

Falling air causes high pressure at the surface

Air warms and absorbs water vapour

No clouds form meaning no precipitation



At the equator strong overhead sun evaporates lots of water
Warm air and water vapour rise into the atmosphere
Air cools and condensation forms clouds
Heavy rainfall (convectional rainfall) falls most afternoons

Equatorial climate – around the equator

This leads to a HOT and WET climate

Desert climate – between 15° and 30°N and S of the equator

At the deserts cold, dense air sinks (part of global atmospheric circulation) 
Air warms and absorbs water vapour
No clouds form and little rainfall occurs 
Clear skies and overhead sun mean it is very hot
This leads to a hot, dry climate

Polar climate – above the Arctic and Antarctic circle

At the poles cold, dense air sinks (part of global atmospheric circulation) 
Air remains cold but contains little water vapour
Few clouds form and little precipitation falls
Clear skies and weak angled sun mean it is very cold
This leads to a very cold, dry climate



Outline two reasons for the distribution of hurricanes shown on the map

Generally located over ocean between the 
tropics of Cancer and Capricorn

In the Pacific mostly in the Northern Hemisphere

Mostly between the equator and tropic of 
Capricorn in the Indian ocean

Most typhoons travel in a North Westerly 
direction from the Pacific ocean towards Asia

Sea’s need to be above 27°C for enough evaporation to occur.  Sea temperatures are 
only high enough between the tropics because of the strong overhead sun

The spin effect (Coriolis effect) of the rotating earth is needed to get a hurricane 
rotating.  This is only strong enough between the topics



Warm ocean water (above 27°C) is evaporated by the hot 
tropical sun

Water vapour in the air rapidly rises into the atmosphere, 
cools, condenses and forms towering storm clouds

The storm sucks more water vapour upwards to fuel and 
power the storm

Crosswinds are light to prevent the storm being ripped 
apart

The equatorial trade winds formed by the spin of the 
earth help to form a huge spinning storm

An eye forms in the centre once the storm winds reach 75 
miles an hour

Formation 
of a 

hurricane



Features of a hurricane
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Features are 
description of an 

object or idea

Eye

Disc shape

Swirling cloud

Circular shape

Up to 600km wide



Outer hurricane

Winds spinning anti-
clockwise

Winds strengthening 
towards the eye 
(middle)

Cloud and intense 
rain increasing

Eye wall

Super strong winds 
(275kph)

Torrential rain

Eye

Calm

Clear skies

No wind



Describe the track, and the weather 
conditions brought by Hurricane Katrina 
as it headed over New Orleans [4 marks]

Hurricane track and weather conditions

X

Katrina travelled Northwards towards New Orleans

The first sign would have been cloud, thickening 
from the South with NW winds increasing in strength

As the eye wall approached winds would be at their 
strongest, up to 250kmh with torrential downpours 
of horizontal rain

As the eye passed winds would drop and clear skies 
would briefly appear 

After the eye passed, torrential rain and hurricane 
winds would return this time blowing from the West.

Winds would eventually die down and rainfall stop 
as clear skied began to appear.  The whole sequence 
would take about 24 hours.



When do hurricanes slow down? 

over land as there is no water from the ocean to power the storm

over cold seas as water cannot evaporate fast enough to power the storm





Hurricane Hazards

Storm surgeStrong windsIntense rainfall

Storm clouds can release 
up to 400mm of rainfall. 

This leads to river floods 
and severe flooding in 
urban areas. 

A category 5 storm can 
have winds up to 275kmh

This creates huge storm 
waves damaging boats 
and rips buildings apart

Extremely low pressure in 
a hurricane means the sea 
rises by up to 5m under 
the hurricane and is 
whipped up into huge 
storm waves

This causes severe 
flooding of coastal areas
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1. Massive flooding of coastal settlements due to storm surge will cause lots of 
death to the public due to drowning.

2. Intense winds of 250kph will rip buildings apart causing massive death and 
destruction.

1. Describe and explain two primary impacts of 
hurricanes (4 marks)

2. Describe and explain two secondary effects of 
hurricanes (4 marks)

1.  Many people made homeless, creating problems for Governments who need 
to provide shelter, but also may lead to further deaths from hypothermia or 
illness in poor weather

2.  Water supplies polluted or damaged could lead to the use of contaminated 
water and the spread of diseases like Cholera

Primary effects  
Occur because of the 
wind and flooding

Secondary effects
Occur because of the 
primary effects



Prediction

Planning

Protection

Monitoring the atmosphere, identifying hurricane risks and 
warning people of potential hazards

Authorities and people are prepared for hurricane strike and 
dealing with the after affects

Buildings and settlements are designed to withstand hurricanes 
and their hazards 



Hurricane impact 
reduction in LEDC’s

Prediction
Planning

Protection

Hurricane shelters
Houses on stilts

Building levees
Hurricane warning

LIC countries do not have the wealth to afford good, planning and protection even if a 
hurricane strike is predicted in advance.  Therefore the death toll is higher but the 
economic cost is lower due to the relatively lower cost of damage.



Hurricane impact 
reduction in MEDC’s

Hurricane proof housing Public information Hurricane prediction

Hurricane warning

Storm surge defencesEvacuation centres

Evacuation routes

HIC countries have the wealth to afford good, planning and protection.  A hurricane 
strike can be predicted in advance and people warned.  Therefore the death toll is lower 
but the economic cost is higher due to the relatively higher cost of damage



What are the impacts of hurricanes? Philippines a Low income country

Primary impacts Secondary impacts

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

In LIC’s primary impacts are usually greater than secondary impacts 
because many people are killed during the hurricane because of 
flooding from storm surge


